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VISIONMOUNT
®

CRT TV MOUNTS

« VMTV includes a strong safety strap
that secures the TV to the platter

MODELDESCRIPTION

VMTVsTilt and Swivel Wall Mount for traditional CRT TVs
VMTVb

PRODUCT DIMENSIONSWEIGHT CAPACITYTV SIZE

16.75"-27.25" w x 21.5" d x 9" h100 lbs.13"– 27"
42.5-69.2 x 54.6 x 22.9 cm45.4 kg

« Durable powder-coated finish and decorative bezel
provide a clean, modern setting for any TV

« Solid heavy-gauge steel construction effortlessly
supports TVs weighing up to 100 lbs.

« Adjustable platter expands to perfectly fit virtually
any traditional TV up to 27" for a custom look

MODELDESCRIPTION

VMBRsAdjustable Component Mounting Bracket
VMBRb

PRODUCT DIMENSIONSWEIGHT CAPACITYNOTE

13.25"-17.5" w  x 5.5" d x 1.5"-4" h15 lbs.Total weight of TV 
33.6-44.4 x 14 x 3.8-10.2 cm6.8 kgand component not  

to exceed 100 lbs

« VMBR bracket has height and width
adjustments to fit most components

« Optional VMBR adjustable component bracket
permits the easy mounting of a DVD player,VCR,
cable box or satellite receiver below TV

FINISH OPTIONS
black (b)silver (s)

MODELDESCRIPTION

VMPR1sTilt and Swivel Ceiling Mount for TV projectors
VMPR1bIncludes universal 1" NPT pipe coupler; additional ceiling adapters listed below

PRODUCT DIMENSIONSWEIGHT 

with 7" downpipe extension:CAPACITY

12"-18"w x 12"-18"d x 11.75"h12"-18" w x 12"-18" d x 4" h50 lbs.
30.5-45.7 x 30.5-45.7 x 29.8 cm30.5-45.7 x 30.5-45.7 x 10.2 cm22.7 kg

PRODUCT PHOTOTV SIZE

VMPR1s shown with and without optional included 7"  LCD, DLP
downpipe extension and included vaulted ceiling adapter

« Quick release mechanism allows dismounting for servicing
of filters and bulbs without realigning and refocusing 

VISIONMOUNT
®

PROJECTOR MOUNT

« Universal mount can be configured to 
accommodate three or four mounting holes, 
making it compatible with nearly all projectors

« Includes angled or vaulted ceiling adapter and 7" 
downpipe extension for multiple installation options

« Built-in threaded pipe mount permits simplified
through-ceiling VMPR1 mounting applications

« Settings for roll, yaw and pitch are completely 
independent for easy set-up and perfect alignment

« Available in black or silver—both include 
a white hardware-hiding bezel

FINISH OPTIONS
black (b)silver (s)
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